Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Over the past few decades, the ferret has emerged as an excellent model for studying the neural mechanisms underlying sound localization. Like humans, ferrets have good low-frequency hearing (Kelly et al. [@CR23]) and possess immobile pinnae that filter sounds in a direction-dependent manner (Schnupp et al. [@CR44]). Given their relative immaturity at birth, ferrets are also highly suitable for studying the role of sensory experience in the development of sound localization mechanisms (King and Parsons [@CR25]; Moore [@CR34]; King et al. [@CR26]). In addition, the temperament of this species makes it particularly useful for behavioral assessments of spatial (Kavanagh and Kelly [@CR22]; Hine et al. [@CR20]; Nodal et al. [@CR37]) as well as other aspects (Kelly et al. [@CR24]; Walker et al. [@CR51]; Yin et al. [@CR54]; Alves-Pinto et al. [@CR1]; Bizley et al. [@CR5]) of hearing.

More recently, the ferret has also been developed as an experimental model for cochlear implantation (Hartley et al. [@CR19]). In part, this work is motivated by questions concerning the clinical benefits of bilateral cochlear implantation. One key issue concerns the factors that help bilateral implantees to take advantage of binaural spatial cues. Because sensitivity to interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural level differences (ILDs) is critical for sound localization and sound source separation in noisy environments (Hine et al. [@CR20]; Roman et al. [@CR41]; Bee and Micheyl [@CR3]), understanding how these binaural spatial cues are processed is of clear interest both from a clinical and basic science perspective.

Previous studies of sound localization behavior in the ferret have presented stimuli via free-field speakers situated distal to the animal. Whilst these studies have revealed how well ferrets can localize sounds in azimuth (Kavanagh and Kelly [@CR22]; Parsons et al. [@CR38]; Nodal et al. [@CR37]) and elevation (Parsons et al. [@CR38]; Bizley et al. [@CR4]), little is known about the contributions of different auditory spatial cues to these tasks. Reversible occlusion of one ear has been used to demonstrate the importance of binaural cues in azimuthal localization (Kacelnik et al. [@CR21]), while manipulations of the pinnae have revealed the role of spectral cues (Parsons et al. [@CR38]; Kacelnik et al. [@CR21]). The only previous attempt, however, to dissociate the contribution made by ITDs and ILDs employed narrowband stimuli with different center frequencies (Kacelnik et al. [@CR21]). Assuming that low- and high-frequency sounds are respectively localized on the basis of ITDs and ILDs, this work suggests that ferrets rely on both of these cues. This is consistent with neurophysiological studies in this species, which have used closed-field techniques to demonstrate neural sensitivity to ITDs and ILDs (Campbell et al. [@CR7]; Hartley et al. [@CR18]).

Whilst these results suggest that ferrets can distinguish behaviorally between different ITD and ILD values, these abilities have yet to be directly tested. In the present study, we used closed-field techniques to measure the behavioral sensitivity of ferrets to these cues. As in most of the earlier free-field studies, we focused on broadband stimuli and examined the effects of variations in stimulus envelope, level, duration, and interaural correlation on the animals' sensitivity to ITDs and ILDs.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Five adult pigmented female ferrets (*Mustela putorius*) from our breeding colony were used for the purposes of this study. All procedures were performed under licenses granted by the UK Home Office and met with ethical standards approved by the University of Oxford. Each period of behavioral testing lasted for a maximum of 14 days, during which drinking water was provided through correct performance of the task and additional supplements provided at the end of each day. Animal weights were monitored routinely, with any substantial reductions in weight (\>2 SD below the mean) resulting in the termination of a particular testing period. Dry food was available at all times and animals were given free access to water between testing periods.

Behavioral apparatus {#Sec3}
--------------------

Behavioral testing was performed in a standard mesh cage (55 × 43 × 41 cm) with a solid plastic floor, which was enclosed with acoustic foam (MelaTech; Hodgson & Hodgson Ltd., Melton Mowbray, UK). The animal initiated a trial by inserting its nose into a poke-hole located in the middle of the front wall of the cage. After a variable delay, a stimulus was presented and the animal responded by inserting its nose into poke-holes located on either side of the testing cage (Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Infrared LEDs were used to produce beams of light spanning the entrance to each poke-hole, the status of which was monitored continuously by photodiodes connected to a real-time processor (RP2; Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL). Poking behavior readily interrupted these beams, enabling responses to be registered. Correct responses were rewarded with a specified amount of water (typically 150--300 μL per trial) that was delivered via spouts situated in each of the poke-holes. Incorrect responses were followed by correction trials on which the same stimulus was presented, with these correction trials continuing until the animal responded correctly.FIG. 1Behavioral methods. **A** Schematic of setup used for behavioral testing. Each animal initiated a trial by poking its nose into a central poke-hole. A stimulus was then presented via head-mounted earphones and the animal registered its response via the poke-holes located on either side of the testing chamber. Correct responses were rewarded with a small amount of water. **B** Illustration of ferret wearing earphones. **C** Uncorrected transfer function (mean ± SD) of the earphone drivers used. **D** Variability (SD) in the amplitude spectrum of the same stimuli presented repeatedly after detaching and reattaching earphones. **E** Sample psychometric function for the ITD task obtained during a single session. Percentage of trials on which the animal responded at the right poke-hole is plotted as a function of ITD. *Filled black circles* show raw data, with the *solid black line* displaying the best fit line estimated using probit analysis. Threshold (Δ) was defined by calculating the difference (*red line*) between ITD values that elicited responses to the right on 50 % (*blue circle*) and 75 % (*pink circle*) of trials. **F** Sample psychometric function for the ILD task.

All electronic circuits were constructed using standard components (RS Components, Corby, UK) according to a design similar to that described in Walker et al. ([@CR51]) and all experimental contingencies were controlled using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). Stimuli were also generated in Matlab and then sent to an RP2 via a USB2 interface. Following amplification, these signals were presented to the animal either via loudspeakers (FRS 8; Visaton, Crewe) located on either side of the testing cage or via earphones (RP-HV280, Panasonic, Bracknell, UK). Earphone cables exited through the ceiling of the cage and were subject to a minimal amount of tension to ensure that they did not interfere with the movement of the animal.

Closed-field sound delivery system {#Sec4}
----------------------------------

Earphones were attached to lightweight titanium holders (11.5 g) that were in turn secured using bolts to an implant that had previously been mounted on the head of the animal under anesthesia. The design of both the implant and earphone holders, as well as the surgical details involved in implantation, have been detailed elsewhere (Nodal et al. [@CR36]) and so are only briefly described here. Earphone holders were designed so that they could be easily disconnected and reattached to the implant, which made it possible to remove the earphones and their holders whenever the animal was not performing the behavioral task. The holders were also adjustable, allowing the earphones to be positioned consistently just in front of the ear canals of each animal (Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The cranial implant consisted of two bolts that were encased in CMW1 bone cement (DePuy CMW, Lancashire, UK) and attached directly to the skull using dental adhesive (Super-bond C&B; Sun Medical Co, Shiga Japan). Prior to implantation under sterile conditions, animals were anesthetized by intramuscular administration of 0.022 mg/kg medetomidine hydrochloride (Domitor; Pfizer Ltd., Kent, UK) and 5 mg/kg ketamine (Ketaset; Fort Dodge Animal Health, Southampton, UK). The left radial vein was then cannulated for administration of drugs and fluid, which was followed by intubation and mechanical ventilation, thereby allowing the anesthetic agent to be switched to 0.5--1.5 % isoflurane (IsoFlo; Abbott Laboratories Ltd., Kent, UK). This was followed by intramuscular administration of atipamezole (Antisedan; Pfizer Animal Health, Kent, UK) to reverse the effects of medetomidine, atropine (0.006 mg/kg Atrocare; Animalcare Ltd., York, UK) to reduce secretions, and buprenorphine (0.03 mg/kg Vetergesic; Alstoe Animal Health, Melton Mowbray, UK) and meloxicam (0.2 mg/kg Metacam; Boehringer Ingelheim, Terrassa, Spain) to provide perisurgical analgesia. Local anesthetic (Elma; Astra Zeneca Luton, UK) was then applied to stereotaxic pressure points and carbomer (Viscotears; Lewis Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Doncaster, UK) was applied to the eyes.

In order to construct the implant, the head was positioned in a stereotaxic frame, a midline incision was used to expose the dorsal part of the skull, and the temporal muscles were displaced laterally. The skull was then cleaned using a 1 % citric acid solution, following which the base of the implant was attached to the skull, and then progressively built up using layers of bone cement. ECG and end tidal CO~2~ were monitored throughout. Once complete, the skin and temporal muscles were repositioned and sutured together to the front and rear of the implant. The earphone holders were then attached and adjusted so that the earphones were situated correctly with respect to the ears (Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), with each animal receiving its own individualized holder. Following recovery from anesthesia, the animal was returned to its cage and given buprenorphine for 3 days, and meloxicam for 5 days, after implantation. The animal was then allowed to recover completely prior to behavioral testing.

Acoustical measurements {#Sec5}
-----------------------

Acoustical measurements were carried out in an anechoic chamber (Industrial Acoustics Ltd., Winchester, UK) using a ferret cadaver that underwent the same implantation procedure as that adopted for the animals that were used for behavioral testing. The ferret cadaver was placed at the center of the anechoic chamber and polythene tubes (o.d. 1.52 mm, i.d. 0.86 mm) were inserted at the entrance of each ear canal and attached to a pair of Sennheiser microphone capsules (KE-4-211-2; Wedemark-Wennebostel, Germany) via customized connectors. These were then used to record acoustic responses at each ear.

Although the earphone drivers used in this study were very similar to one another, they had a distinctive spectrum that varied by \~20 dB at different frequencies (Fig. [1C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Prior to any acoustical measurements, the transfer function of each earphone was therefore measured, flattened, and calibrated to 85 dB SPL. For the purposes of acoustical testing, all stimuli were generated and recorded using an RP2 running at 97.6 kHz, controlled via customized Matlab code. Twenty 1,000-ms bursts of broadband noise were then presented, with the earphones detached and reattached between each presentation. This enabled us to estimate the replicability of acoustical conditions across different behavioral sessions. Because the earphone holders were attached to the implant using two bolts, they were relatively stable under conditions that approximated normal use, with the standard deviation of these measurements typically \<1.5 dB (Fig. [1D](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Behavioral testing {#Sec6}
------------------

Prior to attaching the head implant, animals were trained by positive reinforcement to perform a two-alternative, forced-choice task using free-field speakers located on either side of the testing cage. During the initial training, the animal had to insert its nose into the center spout poke-hole for 200 ms after which a sound was played from one of the speakers. In order to receive a reward, the animal had to approach the source of the sound and place its nose into the underlying poke-hole containing a spout.

Once the animal had learned the mechanics of this task and was performing ∼ 100 trials on each session, we gradually increased the period over which it had to remain at the center spout prior to trial initiation and allowed this delay to vary from 1--7 s. Identical stimuli were then presented over both speakers simultaneously, but with a 30-dB difference in level between them, with the animal required to indicate the location of the sound by poking its nose into the poke-hole on the side of the more intense sound. To avoid the animal developing a bias towards one response location, an incorrect response was followed by a number of correction trials (same interspeaker level difference) until it responded correctly. Once the animals attained a stable performance of \>97 % correct for several days, they were judged to be adequately trained and ready for implantation of the cranial support. In total, this period of training took 1--3 weeks depending on the animal.

After implantation, animals were again tested to confirm that they could still discriminate between the same free-field noise bursts. The earphone holder was then attached so that broadband stimuli could be presented over earphones. Once the animals were able to reliably achieve a performance level over several days of \>97 % correct with an ILD of ±15 dB, the ILD or ITD was varied so that psychometric functions could be derived.

Each animal was required to perform an ILD task and an ITD task, both of which used the method of constant stimuli. For the ITD task, the ILD was set to 0 and ITDs were allowed to vary in 20 μs steps between −80 and 80 μs, where negative values denote stimuli that favored the left ear. ITDs were imposed by delaying the entire waveform of the signal presented to one ear relative to the other and, within a single session, all ITD stimuli were presented at the same level. The ITD was set to 0 μs for the ILD task, with ILDs chosen from the set: {−5, −3, −1.5, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.5, 3, 5 dB}. ILDs were imposed by adjusting the levels in each ear in such a way that the average binaural level (ABL) was kept constant. To ensure that animals could not perform the task using information about monaural level, the ABL was allowed to vary randomly by up to 10 dB across trials. The animals typically completed these tasks in blocks, with the sessions contained in each block all requiring the animal to lateralize on the basis of the same cue. In the small number of cases where thresholds could not be estimated using the values described above, values were scaled by a factor of 2 or 3 to assess whether thresholds could be estimated using larger ITDs or ILDs. If thresholds could not be estimated with these larger values, we report thresholds as being immeasurable.

Stimuli {#Sec7}
-------

To investigate the effects of different stimulus parameters on binaural cue sensitivity, a number of different stimuli were used throughout this study. In an initial set of experiments, we used broadband noise, the spectrum of which was entirely determined by both the Nyquist frequency (24.4 kHz) and the transfer function of the earphones used (Fig. [1C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For these stimuli, no attempt was made to flatten the transfer function of the earphones, which was highly conserved across different earphone drivers. Subsequent experiments, however, obtained similar thresholds with noise that was band-pass filtered and flattened from 0.5 to 20 kHz. ITD thresholds obtained with the two sets of noise stimuli did not differ significantly (*F*(1,144) = 0.84, *P* = 0.36), whereas ILD thresholds were slightly lower (\~0.5 dB) using the uncorrected transfer function of the earphone drivers (*F*(1,131) = 12.93, *P* = 0.0005). This is most likely because the energy in these stimuli was shifted toward higher frequencies, which would be expected to improve ILD sensitivity (Witten et al. [@CR52]). In measuring the sensitivity of ferrets to binaural spatial cues, we did not convolve our broadband stimuli with the head-related transfer function of the animals.

To investigate the effects of envelope, we added 75 Hz sinusoidal amplitude modulation (SAM, with a modulation depth of 100 %) to broadband noise. Unmodulated noise was additionally used to estimate the effects of level and interaural correlation. However, whereas 10-ms cosine ramps were used for the majority of stimuli in this study, and were gated independently for each ear, the effects of level and interaural correlation were measured using 50-ms cosine ramps that were gated simultaneously for the two ears.

Interaural correlation was controlled using a relatively simple method, which compared favorably with more complex methods (Culling et al. [@CR11]) for the levels of correlation used in this study. In particular, the signal in any given ear (*S*~i~) was created from the weighted linear combination of two signals (*S*~1~, *S*~2~), one of which was shared between the two ears and one of which was unique to each ear:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Animals were initially trained on unmodulated noise stimuli and then, in the following order, tested on (1) unmodulated noise, (2) sinusoidal amplitude modulated noise, and (3) unmodulated noise stimuli. For each stimulus type, animals completed a block of ILD sessions followed by a block of ITD sessions (except for one animal which did the opposite, but this did not influence the results in an obvious way). Within each block, animals first completed three to six consecutive sessions using the longest duration stimuli (200 ms). Once an adequate number of sessions had been completed satisfactorily, each animal then completed a similar number of sessions for the next longest duration (100 ms), before repeating this process for the shortest duration tested (40 ms). For this initial phase of testing, all stimuli were presented at an ABL of 75 dB SPL.

Once this phase of testing was complete, we then used 100-ms unmodulated noise stimuli to (1) explore the effects of level before (2) investigating the effects of interaural correlation. As before, animals performed ITD and ILD tasks in separate blocks and were initially tested on either the loudest or most correlated stimuli before moving on to stimuli that were progressively more quiet or less correlated, respectively.

Statistical analysis {#Sec8}
--------------------

Because subjects were repeatedly tested in multiple sessions using the same task and stimulus, statistical tests of significance were generally conducted on thresholds obtained from individual sessions using mixed-effects ANOVAs with subject as a random factor. In all cases, post hoc analyses were performed using Tukey's HSD to correct for multiple comparisons.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

In order to measure behavioral sensitivity to binaural spatial cues, we presented broadband stimuli to ferrets over earphones and varied either the ITD or the ILD. Ferrets were required to lateralize these stimuli and respond to the correct side in order to obtain a reward. These responses were then used to construct psychometric functions (Fig. [1E, F](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which show the percentage of responses made to the right as a function of either ITD or ILD. Using probit analysis, these data could be well approximated by a sigmoidal function that consists of just two parameters.

The first of these measures the response bias of a subject and is determined by the cue value that elicits an equal proportion (i.e., 50 %) of responses to either side (see Fig. [1E](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Our primary focus, however, was on the second parameter, which measures the sensitivity of a subject to changes in a particular cue. This second parameter is determined by the steepness of the psychometric function, with steeper functions associated with greater sensitivity. We quantified this by calculating a threshold (Δ, Fig. [1E](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), defined here as the difference between the cue value that elicited maximal uncertainty in the response (i.e., 50 % responses to the right) and the value that elicited relatively reliable responses to a particular side (i.e. 75 % responses to the right). This criterion was primarily adopted to facilitate comparison with other species (Zwislocki and Feldman [@CR56]; Klumpp and Eady [@CR27]; Mills [@CR32]; Wakeford and Robinson [@CR50]; Yost [@CR55]; Scott et al. [@CR45]), as well as with free field studies of spatial sensitivity in the ferret (Kavanagh and Kelly [@CR22]; King and Parsons [@CR25]), and corresponds to a *d*´ value that is very close to 1 on a 2AFC task (Green and Swets [@CR17]).

ILD sensitivity {#Sec10}
---------------

Because many electrophysiological studies are performed in experimentally naïve animals, we were interested in measuring thresholds and response bias prior to extensive testing on the perceptually challenging aspects of the task. To the extent that task performance was improved by behavioral testing, we were also interested in quantifying the amount of learning that took place. For this reason, we trained animals on the procedural aspects of a lateralization task using ILD values that were considerably above threshold (\>15 dB). We only measured thresholds when ferrets were required to lateralize perceptually difficult ILDs for the first time. During this initial test period, ILD thresholds were typically \<2 dB (Fig. [2A](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), with thresholds \<1 dB obtained for some animals during specific testing sessions.FIG. 2Effect of stimulus duration and signal envelope on ILD sensitivity. **A** Unmodulated broadband noise. Mean thresholds across subject are plotted for an initial testing period (*red line*) as well as a second testing period (*black line*) completed following more than 16 weeks of ITD and ILD testing. Data for individual animals are denoted by *symbols of the same color* (each of these data points shows the mean threshold across at least three testing sessions). In the time between the two test periods shown, animals received extensive training on both ITD and ILD tasks using a variety of different stimuli. **B** Thresholds for sinusoidally amplitude modulated noise. *Continuous line* shows mean thresholds across subjects; *symbols* show data for individual subjects. To aid comparison across envelope types, *dotted lines* show the mean of the two lines displayed in panel **A**. **C** Estimates of response bias collapsed across signal type. Each *gray symbol* shows data obtained for a single subject and signal type. The *black line* shows estimates of bias averaged across different subjects and signal types, and plotted as a function of duration.

To assess the stability of task performance, we re-tested these animals at least 16 weeks later using the same stimuli. In the intervening time, animals were extensively tested using both ITD and ILD tasks. Although this testing could have altered thresholds over time, performance during the second test period was very similar to that measured during the first test period (Fig. [2A](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Using a mixed-effects ANOVA, with testing period and duration as fixed factors and subject as a random factor, we found no difference between the ILD thresholds obtained during these two testing periods (*F*(1,84) = 0.63, *P* = 0.429), indicating that behavioral performance was relatively stable over time. We therefore pooled the data collected during these two testing periods for all subsequent analyses.

Between the two testing periods referred to above, animals were tested using the same stimuli, but with SAM added to the envelope, a change that failed to produce any obvious effect except for a marginal increase in threshold across all durations (Fig. [2B](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The ILD thresholds obtained for each individual testing session were then submitted to a mixed-effects ANOVA, with envelope type and duration as fixed effects and subject as a random effect. This analysis revealed no effect of envelope type (*F*(1,178) = 0.01, *P* = 0.91), but did show a significant effect of duration (*F*(2,178) = 14.55, *P* \< 0.00001). Post hoc tests showed significant differences between the shortest duration and all other durations tested (*P* \< 0.05). This reflected the fact that ILD thresholds were larger for all stimulus types at the shortest durations tested. In contrast, estimates of ILD response bias were unaffected by either envelope type (*F*(1,178) = 1.36, *P* = 0.245) or duration (*F*(2,178) = 1.97, *P* = 0.14). Moreover, although individual variations in bias were apparent, the mean bias across subjects and stimulus types was very close to 0 (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

ITD sensitivity {#Sec11}
---------------

Using the same stimuli and experimental approach, we also obtained estimates of ITD sensitivity. As before, thresholds were initially measured using broadband noise with a relatively flat envelope. These initial ITD thresholds were typically \<40 μs (Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), but tended to improve at longer durations. Sixteen weeks later, ITD thresholds remained unchanged (Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; *F*(1,102) = 0.88, *P* = 0.350), despite the fact that animals were extensively tested on both ITD and ILD tasks in the interim. The data for these two testing periods were therefore pooled for subsequent analyses.FIG. 3Effect of stimulus duration and signal envelope on ITD sensitivity. Plotting conventions are identical to Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. **A** Unmodulated broadband noise. **B** Sinusoidally amplitude modulated noise. **C** Estimates of response bias collapsed across envelope type.

We found that thresholds tended to increase very slightly following a change in the envelope of the stimulus and were also typically larger at the shortest durations tested (Fig. [3A, B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A mixed-effects ANOVA with envelope type and duration as fixed effects and subject as a random effect revealed significant main effects of both envelope type (*F*(1,190) = 6.75, *P* = 0.01) and duration (*F*(2,190) = 32.77, *P* \< 0.00001) on the ITD thresholds. Post hoc analyses showed significant differences between the shortest duration and all other durations tested (*P* \< 0.05). This reflects the fact that thresholds tended to be larger for all stimulus types at the shortest durations tested and were slightly higher overall when SAM was added to the envelope (Fig. [3A, B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As was the case for ILD performance, estimates of ITD response bias were unaffected by either stimulus type (*F*(1,190) = 0.06, *P* = 0.81) or duration (*F*(2,190) = 1.91, *P* = 0.15; Fig. [3C](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Effect of sound level {#Sec12}
---------------------

We assessed the effects of varying sound level on ITD and ILD sensitivity using 100-ms bursts of flat-spectrum noise that were presented at an ABL of either 35 or 75 dB SPL. A mixed effects ANOVA, with ABL as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect, showed that ILD thresholds did not differ at these levels (*F*(1,36) = 0.07, *P* = 0.7881; Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).FIG. 4Effect of ABL on ILD and ITD sensitivity. *Symbols* show data for individual animals, with *lines* showing the mean across subjects. **A** Effect of ABL on ILD thresholds. **B** Effect of ABL on ITD thresholds. **C** Effect of ABL on ILD bias. **D** Effect of ABL on ITD bias.

In contrast, ITD thresholds were significantly larger at 35 dB SPL relative to 75 dB SPL (*F*(1,16) = 12.41, *P* = 0.0028; Fig. [4B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis is likely to underestimate the effect of ABL on ITD sensitivity, since one animal was completely unable to perform the ITD task at 35 dB SPL, and we were unable to obtain thresholds for two additional animals in 50 % and 33 % of sessions respectively (i.e., their performance was indistinguishable from chance, despite completing \>50 trials). Because thresholds could not be estimated, these data were excluded, thereby biasing our estimates of threshold downwards.

Estimates of response bias were unaffected by ABL for both ILD (*F*(1,36) = 0.01, *P* = 0.90; Fig. [4C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and ITD (*F*(1,16) = 1.42, *P* = 0.25; Fig. [4D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) tasks.

Effect of interaural correlation {#Sec13}
--------------------------------

ITD sensitivity is thought to depend on the degree of correlation between the acoustical signals provided to each ear (Blauert and Lindemann [@CR6]; Saberi et al. [@CR43]). ILD sensitivity, however, is thought to depend on alternative mechanisms that are independent of interaural correlation (Egnor [@CR15]; Peña [@CR39]). To address this issue in the ferret, we measured ITD and ILD thresholds using the same flat-spectrum noise stimuli employed to assess the effects of ABL, but with a fixed ABL of 75 dB SPL, and manipulated the degree of interaural correlation.

As predicted by data from other species, ILD thresholds remained essentially unchanged despite large changes in interaural correlation (Fig. [5A](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This was confirmed by a mixed-effects ANOVA, with the degree of interaural correlation as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect, which showed no effect of interaural correlation on the estimated thresholds (*F*(2,33) = 1.15, *P* = 0.3296). ITD thresholds, however, increased rapidly as interaural correlation was reduced (Fig. [5B](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed no ITD threshold could be estimated for any animal when the level of interaural correlation was set to 0.1, and so these data were excluded from further analysis. For the remaining data, we observed a highly significant effect of interaural correlation on ITD thresholds (*F*(1,19) = 30.25, *P* \< 0.0001). Similarly, reducing the interaural correlation had no effect on ILD response bias (*F*(2,33) = 0.69, *P* = 0.5099; Fig. [5C](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), but did increase ITD response bias (*F*(1,19) = 7.77, *P* = 0.0117; Fig. [5D](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These data are therefore consistent with ITD processing in ferrets being dependent on a cross-correlation mechanism, whereas this is not the case for ILD processing.FIG. 5Effect of interaural correlation on ILD and ITD sensitivity. *Symbols* show data for individual animals, with *lines* showing the mean across subjects. **A** Effect of interaural correlation on ILD thresholds. **B** Effect of interaural correlation on ITD thresholds. **C** Effect of interaural correlation on ILD bias. **D** Effect of interaural correlation on ITD bias.

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

Although the sound localization abilities of ferrets have been investigated extensively using free-field stimuli (Kavanagh and Kelly [@CR22]; Parsons et al. [@CR38]; Kacelnik et al. [@CR21]; Nodal et al. [@CR37]), estimates of ITD and ILD sensitivity have so far been lacking. Consistent with closed-field studies in other species, we found that ferrets can detect very small changes in either ITD or ILD, which can account for many aspects of their localization behavior.

Binaural cue sensitivity {#Sec15}
------------------------

In some cases, ferrets exhibited ITD thresholds of \<20 μs, with the mean threshold across animals and sessions equal to 23 μs for 200-ms broadband stimuli. Despite some differences in methodology between studies, these data are broadly comparable with ITD discrimination thresholds in humans, which are typically 10--20 μs (Zwislocki and Feldman [@CR56]; Klumpp and Eady [@CR27]; Yost [@CR55]), as well as those reported for macaques (Scott et al. [@CR45]), cats (Wakeford and Robinson [@CR50]), and owls (Moiseff and Konishi [@CR33]). The ITD thresholds obtained from ferrets are slightly better than those found in rabbits (Ebert et al. [@CR14]), which is consistent with the notion that predatory species may have more developed sound localization abilities. Ferrets are also very sensitive to changes in ILDs, with some animals having thresholds of \<1 dB, while the mean value for 200 ms of flat-envelope stimuli was 1.3 dB. Again, these thresholds are broadly comparable with those observed in humans, which typically vary from 0.5 to 1 dB over a wide range of frequencies (Mills [@CR32]), as well as those obtained from macaque monkeys (Scott et al. [@CR45]) and cats (Wakeford and Robinson [@CR50]).

One potential issue for studies of animal behavior is that subjects typically require extensive training on the task prior to testing, which means that thresholds may differ from those that would be observed in experimentally naïve animals. We therefore initially trained our ferrets using large ILD values that we knew to be far above naïve thresholds based on prior behavioral testing with additional animals (Nodal et al. [@CR36]). We were thus able to estimate binaural cue sensitivity in animals that had minimal prior exposure to the small ITDs and ILDs used to estimate thresholds. Despite their lack of experience with the perceptually challenging aspects of the task, we found no improvement in behavioral performance over relatively long periods of testing, indicating that the thresholds measured with broadband noise stimuli are stable. Repeated measurements over the course of a few weeks have also produced consistent estimates of sound localization accuracy in ferrets (Smith et al. [@CR47]). It is possible, however, that improvements would be seen had we employed explicit training procedures or used narrowband stimuli that are more difficult to localize, as has been done in humans (Wright and Fitzgerald [@CR53]; Rowan and Lutman [@CR42]; Kumpik et al. [@CR28]).

Free-field studies have shown that ferrets can discriminate between broadband sounds that are separated by \~10 ° in azimuth around the midline (Kavanagh and Kelly [@CR22]; King and Parsons [@CR25]), where the minimum audible angle (MAA) was defined as the spatial separation that elicited correct responses on 75 % of trials. To convert the ITD thresholds into equivalent estimates of MAA, we would therefore need to double each threshold and convert from microseconds into degrees. Assuming that the physiological ITD range is approximately ±240 μs in the ferret (Schnupp et al. [@CR44]), an ITD threshold of 23 μs would correspond to an MAA of \~17 °.

Doing the same analysis for ILDs is complicated by the frequency dependence of these cues under free-field conditions (Carlile [@CR8]; Carlile and King [@CR9]). This frequency dependence occurs because the directional filtering effects of the head and ears, as measured by the head-related transfer function, typically vary as a function of frequency. Consequently, the same MAA will equate to different ILDs at different frequencies. If spatial sensitivity were determined by the frequency-averaged ILD, this would be relatively unproblematic, but because changes in the position of a sound source produce much larger changes in ILD at higher frequencies, it is likely that some frequency bands will confer greater spatial sensitivity than others under free-field conditions. These considerations therefore make it difficult to convert a given MAA into an equivalent ILD threshold.

Nevertheless, if we assume that ferrets experience an ILD range of ±20 dB in a frequency band for which they have an ILD threshold of 1.3 dB, this would generate an equivalent MAA value of 12 °, very close to the previous MAA estimates. However, because ILDs in the ferret are ≥20 dB only over a narrow frequency range when sounds are presented in the free field (Schnupp et al. [@CR44]), this analysis is best interpreted as placing an upper bound on what might be achieved by the ferret auditory system. Thus, it is unlikely that ILD sensitivity alone can account for the levels of spatial acuity that are observed in the free field.

In the free field, the head-related transfer function ensures that ferrets also have access to monaural spectral cues (Carlile [@CR8]; Carlile and King [@CR9]). However, whilst these cues are critical for judging the elevation of a sound (Musicant and Butler [@CR35]), they typically play a negligible role when sound sources are localized in azimuth (Macpherson and Middlebrooks [@CR31]), other than for distinguishing between sources located in front of and behind the listener (Carlile and King [@CR9]; Carlile et al. [@CR10]). Our results therefore suggest that previous free-field estimates of MAA for broadband stimuli most likely reflect the combined operation of both ITD and ILD mechanisms.

Although this study represents the first attempt to characterize how well ferrets can discriminate changes in ITDs and ILDs, previous neurophysiological studies in this species have shown that neurons in both the inferior colliculus (IC) (Dahmen et al. [@CR12]) and auditory cortex (Campbell et al. [@CR7]; Hartley et al. [@CR18]) are sensitive to binaural spatial cues. It is difficult, however, to relate these recording data to our behavioral thresholds since no attempt was made to obtain neurometric measures of spatial cue discrimination. Our results therefore highlight the need for future studies of this kind.

Ideally, neurometric measures would be obtained from the responses of cells whilst animals are performing a behavioral task. These techniques have been successfully applied to a spatial discrimination task in macaque monkeys (Recanzone et al. [@CR40]), while Bala et al. ([@CR2]) found that the ability of barn owls to detect a change in sound source location can be predicted from the population activity of neurons recorded under anesthesia in the space-mapped region of the IC. Although Skottun et al. ([@CR46]) showed that ITD discrimination thresholds estimated for individual neurons in the anesthetized guinea pig IC can be as small as those reported for human listeners, we are unaware of any studies that have attempted to obtain simultaneous estimates of behavioral and neural sensitivity to individual spatial cues. By establishing an appropriate lateralization task for the ferret, this study therefore takes an important step in that direction, paving the way for experiments that combine behavioral and electrophysiological recording techniques in the same animal.

Effects of varying stimulus parameters {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------

Consistent with previous measurements of both sound localization accuracy (Nodal et al. [@CR37]) and MAAs (Kavanagh and Kelly [@CR22]; King and Parsons [@CR25]) in the ferret, we found that the best thresholds were elicited by stimuli with the longest duration. We observed similar effects of stimulus duration for both ITD and ILD and for different stimulus types, suggesting that this may be a general feature of sound localization in this species, possibly related to the time needed to process the cues or to adaptation effects (Macpherson and Middlebrooks [@CR30]).

In contrast to the dependence of ITD and ILD threshold on stimulus duration, binaural spatial sensitivity in the ferret is relatively robust to changes in the envelope of broadband stimuli, with ITD thresholds showing a slight increase and ILD thresholds remaining the same when SAM was added to the envelope. Because SAM provides ongoing ITD information in the amplitude envelope at high carrier frequencies, we might have expected this to improve ITD sensitivity. A possible explanation for this result is that amplitude modulation interferes with neuronal sensitivity to fine-structure ITDs at low frequencies. Consistent with this view, electrophysiological recordings have shown that amplitude modulation can alter the sensitivity of low-frequency cells in the IC to fine-structure ITDs (Sterbing et al. [@CR48]). These changes were not consistently observed, however, and ITD sensitivity at the population level was preserved. The likely consequences at a behavioral level are thus unclear.

We also found that ILD sensitivity was relatively unaffected by sound level, which parallels results from studies of binaural processing in both humans (Dreyer and Oxenham [@CR13]; Kumpik et al. [@CR29]) and cats (Tsai et al. [@CR49]), as well as estimates of free-field localization accuracy in ferrets (Nodal et al. [@CR37]). In contrast, ITD thresholds were larger, and could not always be obtained, at the lowest sound level tested. Given the shape of the ferret audiogram (Kelly et al. [@CR23]), however, as well as the fact that spectrally flat sounds contain less energy per octave at lower frequencies, it is possible that low-frequency inputs were barely audible by the animals when stimuli were presented at 35 dB SPL. To the extent that low-frequency inputs are particularly important for ITD sensitivity, this could account for the apparent differences between ITD and ILD processing at quiet sound levels.

In comparison with the relatively small effects of most other stimulus parameters, we found that ITD sensitivity is progressively impaired as binaural inputs are decorrelated, with ferrets completely unable to perform the task when interaural correlation was set to low values. This is in line with earlier work in both humans (Blauert and Lindemann [@CR6]) and barn owls (Saberi et al. [@CR43]). In contrast with its effect on ITD processing, changes in interaural correlation had very little effect on ILD sensitivity, a finding that has previously been reported in the barn owl (Egnor [@CR15]). This is consistent with the notion that estimates of ITD, but not ILD, depend on a cross-correlation mechanism (Fischer et al. [@CR16]).

Overall, our results show that behavioral estimates of binaural sensitivity can be readily obtained in the ferret and that this species possesses relatively precise and robust sensitivity to broadband ITDs and ILDs. The thresholds obtained, as well as the effects of different acoustical parameters on binaural processing, are broadly consistent with data obtained in other species. Together, these results confirm the ferret as an excellent model for studying spatial hearing and provide important baseline measurements for future studies of auditory processing and plasticity.
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